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Sev����
We start the night with Sevillanas - this traditional Spanish flamenco folk dance can be often seen in

the streets of Seville. The dancers of the Noche Flamenca Ensemble add their own special
touch,integrating abanicos (fans) and mantones (shawls) into the dance.

Cádi�
From this ancient port city in southern Spain comes the Alegrias de Cádiz.

A playful flamenco form that evokes memories of celebration and joy in life. Danced by Ellen Gibling.

Gal���a
Located inSpain’s North Atlantic coast, Galicia has a lot in common with Nova Scotia. Characterized by its
fishing villages and rainy days Galicia shares celtic roots and traditions, such as bagpipes and celtic hymns.
Performed by Joyce Saunders with special guests Glenn Fraser (cajón) and Marcel Amores (bagpipe and

Irish whistle).

The dancers from the Noche Flamenca Ensemble perform a Farruca - a flamenco style inspired in Galicia,
characterized by its melancholic tones, sang by Lisa Myers.

Intermission
Buy a 50/50 ticket in support of our Flamenco Nights. Approximately 20 minutes long

An�a��c�a
Derived from flamenco's earliest root forms, the Seguiriyas first emerged in the 18th Century in the
Andalusia. Its lyrics speak of tragedy, inconsolable sorrow, and pain. Performed by Lisa Myers in its

original form - without musical accompaniment.

Jer��
The bulerias originated amongst the Gitanos of Jerez during the 19th century.  The name  comes
from the Spanish word "burlar"meaning to "racket, mock”.Performed by the dancers of Noche

Flamenca.
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Cub�
The influence of Central and South American music in flamenco is present in the so-called "cantes de

ida y vuelta" (go and return songs). Amongst these are the guajiras, the rumbas and the tangos
flamencos. Our journey starts in the Caribbean with Sarandonga. This 1950s Cuban hit is performed

by Joyce Saunders with Marcel Amores and Glenn Fraser. We continue in  Havana, with a guajira.
Sweet and melodic, the lyrics speak of the beautiful women of the island. Danced by Karen Staples

Bar����na
The Rumba Catalana is a genre of music that developed in Barcelona's Romani community in the

1950s and 1960s. Its rhythms are derived from the Andalusian flamenco rumba, with influences from
Cuban music and rock and roll. Performed by Chris Robinson.

Fi�s�� Po� ��n���
To round out our show, the full ensemble performs a finale joined by

dancers Alanna Macintyre and Wendy Bona.

Abo�� �h� A��is��
The NOCHE FLAMENCA ENSEMBLE was formed by flamenco dancers Rachel James, Karen

Staples, Kiriam Thompson and Linda Palmer and had its debut at the Flamenco Nights
Performance Series in 2018. These seasoned performers dancers years ago in class at Flamenco
and Ballet Dance School Maria Osende. Tonight, they are excited to premiere their latest work.

Dancers: Rachel James, Linda Palmer, Karen Staples, Kiriam Thompson
Musicians: Lisay Myers, Joyce Saunders and Chris Robins

Special Guests: Ellen Gibling, Alana Macintyre, Wendy Bona,Glenn Fraser, Marcel Amores

The Flamenco Nights Performance Series is presented by Atlantic Flamenco. We are grateful to have
the support from Arts Nova Scotia for our series.

We would like to thank our volunteers for making this event possible, our generous donors and
partners: the Seahorse Tavern and Flamenco Dance School Maria Osende.
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